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Демонстрационный вариант 

1. Выберете правильный вариант 

1. Sharon ….. the people who ….. invited to the meeting. 

a) was greeted     b) greeted     c) have been     d) had been 

2. These guys ….. never given any pocket money. 

a) are     b) are being 

3. The inhabitants of the village ….. asked about people living in their 

neighbourhood when the police arrived. 

a) were     b) were being 

4. Janny ….. her brother go to the cinema.  

a) allowed     b) was allowed 

5. Teens ….. seldom allowed to see horror films. 

a) are     b) are being 

6. She entered the house when our seats ….. shown to my parents. 

a) were     b) were being 

7. The funny play ….. by the laughter of the audience. 

a) followed     b) was followed 

8. Mary ….. by her uncle if the fairs in the village ….. often visited. 

a) asked     b) was asked     c) were     d) had been 

9. John says the socks ….. yet. 

 

a) have not been     b) had not been 

10. Children ….. seldom allowed to see horror films. 

b) are     b) are being 

11.I entered the house when our seats ….. shown to my relatives. 

b) were     b) were being 

12. The funny scene ….. by the laughter of the audience. 

b) followed     b) was followed 

13.Ben ….. by his uncle if the fairs in the village ….. often visited. 

b) asked     b) was asked     c) were     d) had been 

14. Luly says the socks ….. mended yet. 

b) have not been     b) had not been 

15. Have you ever heard her telling ….. lie? 

a) –a                    b) – the                                                  

 

2. Переведите текст 

The UK 

The United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland is situated on the 

British Isles. It consists of four parts: England, Wales, Scotland and Northern 

Ireland. England, Wales and Scotland occupy the territory of Great Britain. 



Northern Ireland is situated in the northern part of Ireland. The territory of the 

United Kingdom is about 244 square kilometres. His the 75th place among other 

countries in the world. The population is over 55 million. About 80% of the 

population is urban. The capital of the country is London. The surface of Great 

Britain varies greatly. The northern and western part of the country is mountains 

and is called the Highlands. All the rest (south, east and centre) is a vast plain 

which is called the Lowlands. The mountains are not very high. The rivers are not 

long. The most important of them are the Severn and the Thames. There are many 

beautiful lakes in the mountainous parts of the country. 

 

 

 


